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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 

       This chapter present the result and discussion of research. The data collected 

from the observations and documentation which are discussed based on the theory 

and concept from the previous chapter. This chapter is presented based on the 

research problem stated in the first chapter. It covers the analysis of Indonesian – 

English code mixing on the name of dress product in online shop “Shopee”. The 

result and the discussion are:  

 

A. The result of research 

       The researcher will present and report the finding that has been gained 

from observation and documentation about Indonesian – English code mixing 

on the name of dress product in online shop “Shopee”. The researcher will 

analyze about it. The researcher start the research on 26th October 2019 until 

21th January 2020. The last step the writer will present what are the purposes 

of those data. These are conducting this study as valid data to answer the 

problems that becomes focuses on this research. Those are as follows: 

1. Kinds of Indonesian – English code mixing on the name of dress 

product in online shop “Shopee”. 

  The researcher uses observation and documentation to get the data 

and answer the problem. Suandi classified code mixing into three types. 

They are inner code mixing, outer code mixing and hybrid code mixing.49  

                                                           
49 I Nengah Suandi, Sosiolinguistik (Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu, 2014), 140. 
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a. Inner code mixing 

 For this type, there is no code mixing because the researcher 

focuses on english – Indonesian code mixing. While this type absorb 

native language. 

b. Outer code mixing 

1) Dress pesta casual / Humaira dress brukat50 

 

Picture 1. Display of Dress pesta casual in shopee 

2) Outher wanita casual / Delaya outher / Outher51 

 

Picture 2. Display of Outher wanita casual in shopee 

  

                                                           
50 The documentation is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
51 The documentation is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
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3) Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru52 

 

Picture 3. Display of Atasan wanita casual in shopee 

4) Baju Couple dewasa murah / AQ01 kirana couple / Busana53 

 

Picture 4. Display of Baju Couple dewasa murah in shopee 

5) Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah54 

 

Picture 5. Display of long dress muslim in shopee 

                                                           
52 The documentation is taken from Palugada 7 store shop “shopee” on 26th October 2016. 
53 The documentation is taken from duggantoko shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
54 The documentation is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
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6) Gamis couple murah – Gamis couple mewah tapi kalem – kirana55 

 

Picture 6. Display of gamis couple murah in shopee 

7) Dress gamis velvet cavlin mewah gaun kondangan56 

 

Picture 8. Display of dress gamis velvet cavlin in shopee 

8) Meisya gamis remple katun mix wolfis LD57 

 

Picture 9. Display of Meisya gamis remple in shopee 

                                                           
55 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
56 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
57 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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9) Couple gamis semi sutra58 

 

Picture 10. Display of couple gamis semi sutra in shopee 

10) Longcardy batik ori best seller kekinian59 

 

Picture 12. Display of Longcardy batik ori in shopee 

11) Maura couple sania ruffle batik couple60 

 

Picture 13. Display of maura couple sania in shopee 

                                                           
58 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
59 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
60 The documentation is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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12) Tunik seling DUO Monochrome best seller trendy61 

 

Picture 14. Display of tunik seling DUO monochrome in shopee 

13) Classy tunik tunik murah atasan wanita atasan tunik62 

 

Picture 15. Display of classy tunik tunik murah in shopee 

14) Karin overall balotelli63 

 

Picture 16. Display of karin overall balotelli in shopee 

                                                           
61 The documentation is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
62 The documentation is taken from dress wanita shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
63 The documentation is taken from asia wehn center shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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15) Gamis square monalisa64 

 

Picture 17. Display of gamis square monalisa in shopee 

16) Pocket tunik wolfis65 

 

Picture 18. Display of pocket tunik wolfis in shopee 

17) Candy / rainbow tunik monalisa66 

 

Picture 19. Display of candy / rainbow tunik monalisa in shopee 

                                                           
64 The documentation is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
65 The documentation is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
66 The documentation is taken from zafzaf shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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18) Magentha blouse tanggung67 

 

Picture 20. Display of magentha blouse tanggung in shopee 

19) Baju terlaris gamis wanita busui plisket full depan68 

 

Picture 21. Display of baju terlaris gamis wanita in shopee 

20) Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah69 

 

Picture 22. Display of olivia maxy lemon skin in shopee 

                                                           
67 The documentation is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
68 The documentation is taken from media fashion shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
69 The documentation is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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21) Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL70 

 

Picture 23. Display of catherin dress pesta in shopee 

22) Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL71 

 

Picture 24. Display of dress mermaid sophia in shopee 

23) Supplier pakaian wanita / New zayn Nt72 

 

Picture 25. Display of supplier pakaian wanita in shopee 

                                                           
70 The documentation is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
71 The documentation is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
72 The documentation is taken from r project shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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24) Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona73 

 

Picture 26. Display of damai fashion jakarta in shopee 

25) Aqila stripe dress belt74 

 

Picture 27. Display of aqila stripe dress belt 

  

                                                           
73 The documentation is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
74 The documentation is taken from lea store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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26) Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna75 

 

Picture 28. Display of gaun wanita in shopee 

27) DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas76 

 

Picture 29. DB Selena (A7) long busui in shopee 

  

                                                           
75 The documentation is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
76 The documentation is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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28) Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion77 

 

Picture 30. Display of medari long knit in shopee 

29) Dress flower renda import realpict78 

 

Picture 31. Display of dress flower renda in shopee 

30) Otin Fashion Dress Jumbo wanita ceria 4 warna konveksi79 

 

Picture 32. Display of otin fashion dress in shopee 

                                                           
77 The documentation is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
78 The documentation istaken from hello fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
79 The documentation is taken from gabriella cindy irawan shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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31) Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas80 

 

Picture 33. Display of dress midi square neck in shopee 

32) Almira dress salur81 

 

Picture 34. Display of almira dress salur 

  

                                                           
80 The documentation is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
81 The documentation istaken from velmo fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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33) Atasan wanita rajut halus slit dress secker82 

 

Picture 35. Display of atasan wanita rajut in shopee 

34) Gamis kondangan exclusive Nafiza maxi – Aqilla83 

 

Picture 36. Display of gamis kondangan in shopee 

35) Pocket loose saku84 

 

Picture 37. Display of pocket loose saku 

                                                           
82 The documentation is taken from zahrasydl shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
83 The documentation is taken from dils kitchen shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
84 The documentation is taken from erni marlina shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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36) Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. bahan babyterri fit L85 

 

Picture 38. Display of dress hodie elsa in shopee 

37) Dress V-Neck lengan pendek flare print bunga bahan sifon86 

 

Picture 39. Display of dress V-nect in shopee 

  

                                                           
85 The documentation is taken from fine collection shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
86 The documentation is taken from xiaomaojia.id shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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c. Hybrid code mixing 

1) Couple batik Shofia Tille bordir mutiara syar’i modern87 

 

Picture 7. Display of couple batik shofia in shopee 

2) Gamis batik syar’i monita modern88 

 

Picture 11. Display of Gamis batik syar’i in shopee 

38) Andita Syar’i by mudra – Ceruti full furing – busui89 

 

Picture 40. Display of andita syar’i by mudra in shopee 

                                                           
87 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
88 The documentation is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
89 The documentation is taken from Al-husna collection shop “shopee on 21th January 2020 
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 Besides that, Suandi also classified code mixing into three types 

based on the level of linguistic. They are clause code mixing, phrase code 

mixing and word code mixing.90 

a. Clause code mixing 

  There is no clause code mixing in the researcher findings about 

analysis Indonesian-English code mixing on the name of dress 

product in online shop “shopee”. 

b. Phrase code mixing 

1) Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah 

2) Longcardy batik ori best seller kekinian 

3) Tunik seling DUO Monochrome best seller trendy 

4) Magentha blouse tanggung 

5) Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah 

6) Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL 

7) Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL 

8) Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona 

9) Aqila stripe dress belt 

10) Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin warna 

11) DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas 

12) Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion 

13) Dress flower renda import realpict 

14) Otin Fashion Dress Jumbo wanita ceria 4 warna konveksi 

                                                           
90  Suandi, Sosiolinguistik, 140. 
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15) Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas 

16) Atasan wanita rajut halus slit dress secker 

17) Pocket loose saku 

18) Dress V-Neck lengan pendek flare print bunga bahan sifon 

c. Word code mixing 

1) Dress pesta casual / Humaira dress brukat 

2) Outher wanita casual / Delaya outher / Outher 

3) Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru 

4) Baju Couple dewasa murah / AQ01 kirana couple / Busana 

5) Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah 

6) Gamis couple murah – Gamis couple mewah tapi kalem – kirana 

7) Couple batik Shofia Tille bordir mutiara syar’i modern 

8) Dress gamis velvet cavlin mewah gaun kondangan 

9) Meisya gamis remple katun mix wolfis LD 

10) Couple gamis semi sutra 

11) Gamis batik syar’i monita modern 

12) Maura couple sania ruffle batik couple 

13) Classy tunik tunik murah atasan wanita atasan tunik 

14) Karin overall balotelli 

15) Gamis square monalisa 

16) Pocket tunik wolfis 

17) Candy / rainbow tunik monalisa 

18) Baju terlaris gamis wanita busui plisket full depan 
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19) Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah 

20) Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL 

21) Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL 

22) Supplier pakaian wanita / New zayn Nt 

23) Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona 

24) Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna 

25) DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas 

26) Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion 

27) Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas 

28) Almira dress salur 

29) Gamis kondangan exclusive Nafiza maxi – Aqilla 

30) Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. bahan babyterri fit L 

31) Andita Syar’i by mudra – Ceruti full furing – busui 

2. Lexical meaning of Indonesian – English code mixing found on the 

name of dress product in online shop “shopee”. 

  Lexical meaning is the meaning of word based on the dictionary. 

The researcher give the lexical meaning of the code mixing which focus 

on mixing of English language that found on the name of dress product in 

online shop “Shopee”. 

  In the data above, the researcher give types of code mixing based on 

two shape. It is from the origin of absorption and the level of linguistic. 

Here, in giving the lexical meaning, the researcher give the lexical 
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meaning based on the level of linguistic, namely word code mixing and 

phrase code mixing. 

a. Word code mixing 

NO NAME OF DRESS 
PRODUCT 

WORD 
LEXICAL 
MEANING 

1 

Dress pesta casual / Humaira 
dress brukat 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs91 

Casual 
(Adj) 

Not showing 
much care or 
thought; seeming 
not to be 
worried92 

2 Outher wanita casual / 
Delaya outher / Outher 

Outher 
 Outer 

(Adj) 

On the outside of 
something93 

Casual 
(Adj) 

Not showing 
much care or 
thought; seeming 
not to be 
worried94 

3 Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha 
Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru 

Casual 
(Adj) 

Not showing 
much care or 
thought; seeming 
not to be 
worried95 

4 Baju Couple dewasa murah / 
AQ01 kirana couple / Busana 

Couple 
(N) 

Two people or 
things, seen 
together or 
associated96 

5 Long dress muslim / Naomi 
dress / Dress muslim murah 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 

                                                           
91 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 132. 
92 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 60. 
93 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 302. 
94 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 60. 
95 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 60. 
96 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 97. 
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down to the 
legs97 

6 Gamis couple murah – Gamis 
couple mewah tapi kalem – 
kirana 
 

Couple 
(N) 

Two people or 
things, seen 
together or 
associated98 

7 Couple batik Shofia Tille 
bordir mutiara syar’i modern 

Couple 
(N) 

Two people or 
things, seen 
together or 
associated99 

Modern 
(Adj) 

New; Up-to-
date100 

8 Dress gamis velvet cavlin 
mewah gaun kondangan 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs101 

Velvet 
(N) 

Cloth made of 
cotton, silk, etc 
with a thick soft 
surface on one 
side102 

9 Meisya gamis remple katun 
mix wolfis LD 

Mix (V) Combine, usually 
in a way that 
means they 
cannot easily be 
separated103 

10 Couple gamis semi sutra Couple 
(N) 

Two people or 
things, seen 
together or 
associated104 

  Semi 
(Prefix) 

Half; partly105 

11 Gamis batik syar’i monita 
modern 

Modern 
(Adj) 

New; Up-to-
date106 

12 Maura couple sania ruffle Couple Two people or 

                                                           
97 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
98 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 97. 
99 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 97. 
100 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 276. 
101 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
102 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 478. 
103 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 275. 
104 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 97. 
105 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 389. 
106 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 276. 
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batik couple (N) things, seen 
together or 
associated107 

Ruffle 
(V) 

Disturb the 
smooth surface 
of something108 

13 Classy tunik tunik murah 
atasan wanita atasan tunik 

Classy 
(Adj) 

Fashionable; 
Stylish109 

14 Karin overall balotelli Overall 
(Adj) 

Including or 
considering 
everything110 

15 Gamis square monalisa Square 
(V) 

Make something 
have straight 
edges and 
corners111 

16 Pocket tunik wolfis Pocket 
(N) 

Small bag sewn 
into a piece of 
clothing so that 
you can carry 
things in it112 

17 Candy / rainbow tunik 
monalisa 

Candy 
(N) 

Sweet food made 
of sugar and/or 
chocolate113 

Rainbow 
(N) 

Curve of many 
colours seen in 
the sky when the 
sun shines 
through rain114 

18 Baju terlaris gamis wanita 
busui plisket full depan 

Full 
(Adj) 

Holding as much 
or as many as 
possible115 

19 Olivia maxy lemon skin 
gamis muslim wanita jumbo 
murah 

Jumbo 
(Adj) 

Very large116 
 

20 Catherin dress pesta panjang 
wanita stretch fit M-XXL 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 

                                                           
107 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 97. 
108 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 376. 
109 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 72. 
110 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 304. 
111 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 419. 
112 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 330. 
113 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 56. 
114 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 353. 
115 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 173. 
116 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 234. 
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covers the body 
down to the 
legs117 

21 Dress mermaid Sophia lace 
L-XL 

Lace (N) Delicate 
decorative cloth 
with an open-
work design of 
threads118 

22 Supplier pakaian wanita / 
New zayn Nt 

Supplier 
(N) 

Person or 
company that 
supplies goods119 

New 
(Adj) 

Not existing 
before; recently 
made, 
introduced120 

23 Damai fashion Jakarta – 
Long dress jumbo wanita 
Bona bona 

Fashion 
(N) 

Popular style of 
clothes, hair, 
etc121 

24 Gaun wanita model potongan 
slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 
warna 

Sequin 
(N) 

Small shiny disc 
sewn onto 
clothing as 
decoration122 

25 DB Selena (A7) Long busui 
big size terlaris berkualitas 

Long 
(ADJ) 

Having a great or 
a given extent in 
space or time123 

26 Medari long knit – Baju rajut 
– Fashion korea – Fashion 

Fashion 
(N) 

Popular style of 
clothes, hair, 
etc124 

27 Dress midi square neck 
lengan panjang gaya korea 
untuk musim panas 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 

                                                           
117 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
118 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 239. 
119 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 434. 
120 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 286. 
121 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 155. 
122 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 390. 
123 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 253. 
124 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 155. 
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down to the 
legs125 

28 Almira dress salur Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs126 

29 Gamis kondangan exclusive 
Nafiza maxi – Aqilla 

Exclusive 
(Adj) 

Only to be used 
by or given to 
one particular 
person or 
group127 

30 Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. 
bahan babyterri fit L 

Dress (N) Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs128 

Fit (V) Be the right size 
and shape for 
something129 

31 Andita Syar’i by mudra – 
Ceruti full furing – busui 

By (Prep) At the side of 
something130 

Full 
(Adj) 

Holding as much 
or as many as 
possible131 

 

b. Phrase Code mixing 

NO 
NAME OF DRESS 

PRODUCT 
PHRASE 

LEXICAL 
MEANING 

1 Long dress muslim / 
Naomi dress / Dress 
muslim murah 

Long dress Long (Adj) : 
Having a great 
or a given extent 
in space or 
time132 

                                                           
125 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
126 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
127 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 148. 
128 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
129 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 162. 
130 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 54. 
131 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 173. 
132 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 253. 
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Dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs133 
Long dress : 
A piece of 
women clothing 
which cover the 
body of person 
by having a 
great extent 

2 Longcardy batik ori best 
seller kekinian 

Longcardy Long (Adj) : 
Having a great 
or a given extent 
in space or 
time134 
Cardy – 
Cardigan (N) : 
Knitted woollen 
jacket with 
buttons or a zip 
at the front135 
Longcardy : 
A great knitted 
woollen with a 
zip at the front 

ori best seller ori – Original 
(Adj) : 
Existing at the 
beginning of a 
period, process, 
or activity136 
best (Adj) : 
of the most 
excelent type or 
quality137 
seller (N) : 
A product that 
sells in some 

                                                           
133 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
134 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 253. 
135 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 58. 
136 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 301. 
137 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 32. 
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specified way138 
ori best seller : 
a product which 
has excelent 
quality exist is 
the begining of 
period in the 
specified way 

3 Tunik seling DUO 
Monochrome best seller 
trendy 

DUO 
Monochrome 

best seller 
trendy 

DUO (N) : 
A pair of people 
or things139 
Monochrome 
(Adj) : 
Having only one 
colour or black 
and white140 
best (Adj) : 
of the most 
excelent type or 
quality141 
seller (N) : 
A product that 
sells in some 
specified way142 
trendy (Adj) : 
Very 
fashionable143 
DUO 
Monochrome 
best seller 
trendy : 
A pair of 
something in 
one colour 
which has an 
excelent quality 
and fashionable 

4 Magentha blouse 
tanggung 

Magentha 
blouse 

Magentha – 
Magenta (Adj) 
: 
Reddish – 
purple in 

                                                           
138 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 389. 
139 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 139. 
140 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 277. 
141 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 32. 
142 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 399. 
143 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 461. 
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colour144 
Blouse (N) : 
Piece of clothing 
like a shirt, worn 
by women145 
Magentha 
blouse : 
A piece of 
women clothing 
in reddish – 
purple colour 

5 Olivia maxy lemon skin 
gamis muslim wanita 
jumbo murah 

lemon skin lemon (N) : 
Yellow citrus 
fruit with a sour 
juice146 
Skin (N) : 
Layer of tissue 
that covers the 
body147 
lemon skin : 
a layer body of 
tissue with a 
yellow colour  

6 Catherin dress pesta 
panjang wanita stretch fit 
M-XXL 

stretch fit stretch (V) : 
Make something 
wider, longer or 
looser by pulling 
it148 
fit (V) :  
Be the right size 
and shape for 
something149 
stretch fit : 
the right size of 
a product by 
pulling become 
a wider or not 

                                                           
144 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 258. 
145 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 40. 
146 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 245. 
147 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 403. 
148 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 428. 
149 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 162. 
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7 Dress mermaid Sophia 
lace L-XL 

 
 

Dress 
mermaid 

Dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs150 
Mermaid (N) : 
Woman with a 
fish’s tail 
instead of legs151 
Dress mermaid 
: 
A piece of 
woman’s 
clothing that 
cover the body 
with a fish’s tail 

8 Damai fashion Jakarta – 
Long dress jumbo 
wanita Bona bona 

Long dress 
jumbo 

Long (Adj) : 
Having a great 
or a given extent 
in space or 
time152 
dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs153 
jumbo (Adj) : 
Very large154 
Long dress 
jumbo : 
A great piece of 
woman’s 
clothing which 
cover the body 
very large 

9 Aqila stripe dress belt stripe dress 
belt 

stripe (N) : 
Long narrow 

                                                           
150 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
151 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 270. 
152 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 253. 
153 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
154 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 234. 
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band on a 
surface that is 
different in 
colour, material, 
etc155 
dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs156 
Belt (N) : 
Strip of material 
worn round the 
waist157 
stripe dress belt 
: 
A piece of 
woman’s 
clothing with a 
strip of material 
which has long 
narrow band in 
colour 

10 Gaun wanita model 
potongan slim fit dengan 
hiasan sequin warna 

slim fit slim (Adj) : 
Not fat or 
thick158 
Fit (V) :  
Be the right size 
and shape for 
something159 
slim fit : 
Theright size of 
product which 
not fat 

11 DB Selena (A7) Long 
busui big size terlaris 
berkualitas 

big size big (Adj) : 
Large in size, 
importance, 
etc160 
Size (N) : 

                                                           
155 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 428. 
156 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
157 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 34. 
158 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 405. 
159 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 162. 
160 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 36. 
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How large a 
person or 
thing161 
big size : 
A large size of 
product 

12 Medari long knit – Baju 
rajut – Fashion korea – 
Fashion 

 
long knit 

long (Adj) : 
Having a great 
or a given extent 
in space or 
time162 
Knit (V) : 
Make by 
interlocking 
loops of wool or 
other yarn with 
knitting needles 
or on a 
machine163 
long knit : 
A product which 
has a great space 
by interlocking 
loops of wool 

13 Dress flower renda 
import realpict 

Dress flower Dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs164 
Flower (N) : 
Part of a plant 
that produces 
seeds, often 
brightly 
coloured165 
Dress flower : 
A piece of 
woman’s 
clothing which 
has a flower 

                                                           
161 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 402. 
162 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 253. 
163 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 244. 
164 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
165 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 165. 
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motive 
import 
realpict 

import (V) : 
Bring in goods, 
etc from another 
country166 
Realpict – Real 
+ Picture : 
Real (Adj) : 
Existing as a 
fact167 
Picture (N) : 
Painting, 
drawing, etc, 
that shows a 
scene168 
import realpict 
: 
a real product 
which come 
from other 
country 

14 Otin Fashion Dress 
Jumbo wanita ceria 4 
warna konveksi 

Fashion 
Dress Jumbo 

Fashion (N) : 
Popular style of 
clothes, hair, 
etc169 
Dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs170 
Jumbo (Adj) : 
Very large171 
Fashion Dress 
Jumbo : 
Style of 
woman’s 
clothing which 
has large size 

15 Dress midi square neck  square (N) : 

                                                           
166 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 215. 
167 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 357. 
168 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 322. 
169 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 155. 
170 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
171 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 234. 
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lengan panjang gaya 
korea untuk musim panas 

square neck Shape or area 
with four equal 
sides anf four 
angels of 90o172 

neck (N) :  
Part of the body 
that joins the 
head to the 
shoulders173 
square neck : 
A product which 
has four equal 
side form in the 
neck side 

16 Atasan wanita rajut halus 
slit dress secker 

slit dress slit (N) : 
Long narrow 
cut, tear or 
opening174 
dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs175 
slit dress : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing which 
has long narrow 
cut 

17 Pocket loose saku Pocket loose Pocket (N) : 
Small bag sewn 
into a piece of 
clothing so that 
you can carry 
things in it176 
Loose (Adj) : 
Not firmly fixed 
where it should 
be177 

                                                           
172 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 419. 
173 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 285. 
174 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 406. 
175 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
176 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 330. 
177 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 254. 
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Pocket loose : 
A piece of 
clothing which 
has a small bag 
that not firmly 
fixed 

18 Dress V-Neck lengan 
pendek flare print bunga 
bahan sifon 

 
Dress V-

Neck 

Dress (N) : 
Piece of 
woman’s 
clothing made in 
one piece that 
covers the body 
down to the 
legs178 
Neck (N) :  
Part of the body 
that joins the 
head to the 
shoulders179 
Dress V-Neck : 
A piece of 
woman’s 
clothing which 
has V form in 
the neck side 

flare print flare (V) : 
Burn brightly, 
but only for a 
short time180 
Print (N) : 
Letters, words, 
etc in printed 
form181 
flare print : 
A motive of a 
printed product 
which burn 
brightly 

 

  

                                                           
178 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 132. 
179 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 285. 
180 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 163. 
181 Oxford Learners’s Pocket Dictionary, 340. 
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B. Discussion 

       In this part, the researcher tried to be discuss all of the data that have 

been written above, where the data is found when the researcher conducted 

the study. In the analysing, the researcher hopes it can give more 

understanding to the reader about the kinds and lexical meaning of 

Indonesian-English code mixing on the name of dress product in online shop 

“shopee”. Therefore, the researcher begin to discuss by organizing the 

arrangement based on the data’s finding above. 

1. Kinds of Indonesian – English code mixing on the name of dress 

product in online shop “Shopee”. 

A. Outer code mixing 

  One of the types of code mixing based on the origin of 

absorption is outer code mixing. It happens when indonesian utterance 

get the insertion from foreign language. The finding about outer code 

mixing will be discuss below: 

1. Dress pesta casual / Humaira dress brukat182 

 The sentence above can be classified into outer code mixing. In 

this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence 

have the insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It 

can be proven with the existence of the word Dress and casual. So, 

there is a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. 

  

                                                           
182 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
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2. Outher wanita casual / Delaya outher / Outher183 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The word that become the absorption are outher 

and causal. It happens when Indonesian Utterance Wanita and 

Delaya mixing with English language Outher and casual. 

3. Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru184 

 This sentence is Indonesian utterance and get the absorption 

from the foreign language. There is a mixing between two language 

namely English and indonesian language. It can be proven with the 

word casual as the absorption of foreign language. 

4. Baju Couple dewasa murah / AQ01 kirana couple / Busana185 

 The sentence above include to outer code mixing. This sentence 

comes from Indonesian utterance and it has the insertion of foreign 

language, namely English language. The word couple become the 

absorption of the sentence. So, the word couple include to English 

Language, while the others is Indonesian Language. 

5. Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah186 

 The sentence above consist of two language namely English and 

Indonesian. But, one of them is the absorption. Its absorp the word 

Dress. Besides that, its not only absorp with the word, but also its 

absorp with the phrase Long dress. So, in doing a code mixing, it can 

be mix between word and phrase. 

                                                           
183 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
184 The data is taken from Palugada 7 store shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
185 The data is taken from duggantoko shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
186 The data is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
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6. Gamis couple murah – Gamis couple mewah tapi kalem – kirana187 

 The word couple is English language. Its become the absorption 

from the Indonesian Utterance. So, there is a mixing between two 

language namely Indonesian and English. The word couple become 

the absorption of foreign language. So, it can be include to outer 

code mixing. 

7. Dress gamis velvet cavlin mewah gaun kondangan188 

 This sentence have a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. This type can be classified into outer code 

mixing. In this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. There 

is the absorption of English language. It can be seen that in this 

sentence exist of the words Dress and velvet.  

8. Meisya gamis remple katun mix wolfis LD189 

 The existence of the word Mix become as one of sign that there 

is a mixing in that sentence. In this case, the sentence here is 

Indonesian utterance. This sentence have the insertion of foreign 

language, namely English language. It is mixing with the word Mix. 

So, there is a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. 

9. Couple gamis semi sutra190 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The sentence here is Indonesian utterance. It have 

                                                           
187 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
188 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
189 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
190 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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the insertion of the words Couple and semi. The existence of the 

insertion here make a combination between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. 

10. Longcardy batik ori best seller kekinian191 

 There is a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. It is happened on the phrases Longcardy and Ori best seller. 

It happened from Indonesian utterance and have the insertion of 

foreign language, namely English language.  

11. Maura couple sania ruffle batik couple192 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The word that become the absorption are Couple 

and ruffle. It happens when Indonesian Utterance Wanita and Delaya 

mixing with English language Couple and ruffle. So, there is a 

mixing between two language namely Indonesian and English. 

12. Tunik seling DUO Monochrome best seller trendy193 

 This sentence include to outer code mixing. In this case, the 

sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence have the 

insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It can be 

proven with the existence of the phrase DUO Monochrome best 

seller trendy.  

  

                                                           
191 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
192 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
193 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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13. Classy tunik tunik murah atasan wanita atasan tunik194 

 The word Classy is English language. Its become the absorption 

from the Indonesian Utterance. So, there is a mixing between two 

language namely Indonesian and English. The word Classy become 

the absorption of foreign language. So, it can be include to outer 

code mixing 

14. Karin overall balotelli195 

 This sentence is Indonesian utterance and get the absorption 

from the foreign language. There is a mixing between two language 

namely English and indonesian language. It can be proven with the 

word Overall as the absorption of foreign language. And its mixing 

with the word Karin and Balotelli. 

15. Gamis square monalisa196 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The sentence here is Indonesian utterance. It have 

the insertion of the word Square. The existence of the insertion here 

make a combination between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. The Indonesian words which is used are Gamis and 

Monalisa. 

16. Pocket tunik wolfis197 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The word that become the absorption is Pocket. It 

                                                           
194 The data is taken from dress wanita shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
195 The data is taken from asia wehn center shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
196 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
197 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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happens when Indonesian Utterance tunik wolfis mixing with 

English language Pocket. So, there is a mixing between two 

language namely Indonesian and English. 

17. Candy / rainbow tunik monalisa198 

 This sentence have a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. This type can be classified into outer code 

mixing. In this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. There 

is the absorption of English language. It can be seen that in this 

sentence exist of the words Candy and rainbow. 

18. Magentha blouse tanggung199 

 The sentence above can be classified into outer code mixing. In 

this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence 

have the insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It 

can be proven with the existence of the phrase Maghenta blouse. So, 

there is a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. 

19. Baju terlaris gamis wanita busui plisket full depan200 

 This sentence consist of two language namely Indonesian and 

English language. This sentence is come from Indonesian utterance 

where its mixing with the English word full. 

  

                                                           
198 The data is taken from zafzaf shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
199 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
200 The data is taken from media fashion shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
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20. Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah201 

 The sentence above is outer code mixing. jumbo is English 

which inserted in Indonesian sentence. So, its applied the code 

mixing between English-Indonesian. Its have the insertion of foreign 

language, namely English language.  

21. Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL202 

 The word dress is English language. It is include to foreign 

language. When its mixing with the Indonesian language like in the 

sentence, its called outer code mixing. Because its mixing between 

two language namely English and Indonesian language. Besides that, 

this sentence also consist of phrase Stretch Fit. Its same like the 

word dress as a foreign language.  

22. Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL203 

 This sentence consist of word and phrase. It is Lace and Dress 

mermaid. Both of them include to foreign language namely English. 

Its come from Indonesian sentence. It is become as the absorption of 

English language.  

23. Supplier pakaian wanita / New zayn Nt204 

 The existence of the words Supplier and new indicates that it is 

English language. There is a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. The word supplier and new mixing with 

Indonesian utterance Pakaian wanita and Zayn Nt. 

                                                           
201 The data is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
202 The data is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
203 The data is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
204 The data is taken from r project shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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24. Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona205 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. There is a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. It can be proven with the existence of the 

word Fashion. Its not only mixing with English word, but also with 

the phrase Long dress jumbo.  

25. Aqila stripe dress belt206 

 The phrase Stripe dress belt is English language. Its become the 

absorption from the Indonesian Utterance. So, there is a mixing 

between two language namely Indonesian and English. The phrase 

Stripe dress belt become the absorption of foreign language. So, it 

can be include to outer code mixing. 

26. Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin warna207 

 This sentence include to outer code mixing. In this case, the 

sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence have the 

insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It can be 

proven with the existence of the word Model and sequin. Its not only 

mixing with English word, but also mixing with the phrase Slim fit.  

27. DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas208 

 The insertion of foreign language, namely English language 

happened when the Indonesian utterance mixing with English word 

or phrase. It can be seen with the existence of the word Long. Its not 

                                                           
205 The data is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
206 The data is taken from lea store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
207 The data is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
208 The data is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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only mixing with the English word, but also mixing with the phrase 

Big size.  

28. Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion209 

 The phrase Long knit and the word Fashion becomes as the 

absorption from Indonesian utterance absorp English language. This 

sentence have the insertion of foreign language. This phenomenon 

can be included to into outer code mixing.  

29. Dress flower renda import realpict210 

 The sentence above can be classified into outer code mixing. In 

this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence 

have the insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It 

can be proven with the existence of the phrases Dress flower and 

import realpict. So, there is a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. 

30. Otin Fashion Dress Jumbo wanita ceria 4 warna konveksi211 

 This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The word that become the absorption are outher 

and causal. It happens when Indonesian Utterance wanita ceria 4 

warna konveksi and Otin mixing with English language Fashion 

dress jumbo. 

  

                                                           
209 The data is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
210 The data is taken from hello fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
211 The data is taken from gabriella cindy irawan shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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31. Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas212 

 The sentence above consist of two language namely English and 

Indonesian. But, one of them is the absorption. Its absorp the word 

Dress. Besides that, its not only absorp with the word, but also its 

absorp with the phrase Square neck. So, in doing a code mixing, it 

can be mix between word and phrase. 

32. Almira dress salur213 

 This sentence consist of two language namely Indonesian and 

English language. This sentence is come from Indonesian utterance 

where its mixing with the English word Dress. 

33. Atasan wanita rajut halus slit dress secker214 

 The word couple is English language. Its become the absorption 

from the Indonesian Utterance. So, there is a mixing between two 

language namely Indonesian and English. the phrase Slit dress 

become the absorption of foreign language. So, it can be include to 

outer code mixing. 

34. Gamis kondangan exclusive Nafiza maxi – Aqilla215 

 There is a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and 

English. It is happened on the word Exclusive. It happened from 

Indonesian utterance and have the insertion of foreign language, 

namely English language. 

                                                           
212 The data is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
213 The data istaken from velmo fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
214 The data is taken from zahrasydl shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
215 The data is taken from dils kitchen shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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35. Pocket loose saku216 

 The existence of the phrase Pocket loose indicates that it is 

English language. There is a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. the phrase Pocket loose mixing with 

Indonesian utterance Saku. 

36. Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. bahan babyterri fit L217 

 This sentence have a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. This type can be classified into outer code 

mixing. In this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. There 

is the absorption of English language. It can be seen that in this 

sentence exist of the words Dress and fit. 

37. Dress V-Neck lengan pendek flare print bunga bahan sifon218 

 The phrases Dress V-neck and flare print is English language. 

Its become the absorption from the Indonesian Utterance. So, there is 

a mixing between two language namely Indonesian and English. The 

phrases Dress V-neck and flare print become the absorption of 

foreign language. So, it can be include to outer code mixing. 

B. Hybrid code mixing 

1.  Couple batik Shofia Tille bordir mutiara syar’i modern219 

 The existence of the word Couple and modern in Indonesian 

utterance show that there is insertion of foreign language namely 

English. Its also absorp a native language which can be indicated 

                                                           
216 The data is taken from erni marlina shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
217 The data is taken from fine collection shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
218 The data is taken from xiaomaojia.id shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
219 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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with the word Syar,i. Its indicate that have been happened mixing 

between two language namely English and Indonesian. This situation 

indicate that It can be classified into hybrid code mixing.  

2.  Andita Syar’i by mudra – Ceruti full furing – busui220 

 The existence of the word By and full in Indonesian utterance 

show that there is insertion of foreign language namely English. Its 

also absorp a native language which can be indicated with the word 

Syar,i. Its indicate that have been happened mixing between two 

language namely English and Indonesian. This situation indicate that 

It can be classified into hybrid code mixing. 

3.  Gamis batik syar’i monita modern221 

 The existence of the word Modern here as the absorption of 

foreign language. It is English language. The existence of the word 

Syar,i here as the absorption of native language. In this case, the 

sentence here is Indonesian utterance. So, this sentence have mixing 

code between English and Indonesian language. 

C. Word code mixing 

  Word code mixing is one of kinds of code mixing based on the 

level of linguistic. The word code mixing is mixing two language with 

the existence of the insertion of word. The word code mixing which 

have been finding by the researcher and will be discussed are below: 

  

                                                           
220 The data is taken from Al-husna collection shop “shopee on 21th January 2020 
221 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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1. Dress pesta casual / Humaira dress brukat222 

  This sentence consist of two language namely Indonesian 

and English language. This sentence is come from Indonesian 

utterance where its mixing with the English words Dress and 

casual. 

2. Outher wanita casual / Delaya outher / Outher223 

  The bold in the sentence include to the word. It has function 

as the absorption of English language. It is called word code 

mixing because there is a mixing between two language namely 

English and Indonesian language and the mixing here in the form 

of English word. 

3. Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru224 

  The word casual show a word which indicates that three is 

the insertion in this sentence. This sentence consist of two language 

namely Indonesian and English language. The insertion here 

namely foreign language. 

4. Baju Couple dewasa murah / AQ01 kirana couple / Busana225 

  The existence of code mixing can be know with the existing 

of mixing between two or more language. In this sentence, the 

word couple become a mixing from Indonesian utterance and 

English language.  

  

                                                           
222 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
223 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
224The data is taken from Palugada 7 store shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019.  
225 The data is taken from duggantoko shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
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5. Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah226 

  The insertion of the word Dress in this sentence show that 

there is a combination of language. In this case, consist of two 

language namely English-Indonesian.  

6. Gamis couple murah – Gamis couple mewah tapi kalem – kirana227 

  There is combination between two language namely 

English-Indonesian. In this case, the word Couple become English 

language and has position as foreign language. And its combine 

with Indonesian utterance like exist in this sentence. 

7. Couple batik Shofia Tille bordir mutiara syar’i modern228 

  In this sentence, there are two English words, namely 

Couple and Modern. Both of them have a same role in this 

sentence. Where, it is used as combination between two language 

namely Indonesian and English language. 

8. Dress gamis velvet cavlin mewah gaun kondangan229 

  This sentence is Indonesian utterance but inserted by 

English words. Dress and velvet Here Are mixing in this sentence.  

9. Meisya gamis remple katun mix wolfis LD230 

  The word Mix include to English word. The English word 

combine with Indonesian language. Its called word code mixing.  

  

                                                           
226 The data is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
227 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
228 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
229The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019.  
230 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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10. Couple gamis semi sutra231 

  There is a mixing between two language namely English 

and Indonesian. The language that used on mixing the language is 

in the form of word. The English word are Couple and Semi. The 

Indonesian word are Gamis and Sutra. 

11. Gamis batik syar’i monita modern232 

  The Sentence above contain of English word. Its indicate 

that the Indonesian utterance have mixing with English word. The 

English word is Modern.  

12. Maura couple sania ruffle batik couple233 

  The words Couple and ruffle make the Sentence different 

from the usual. It is because this sentence consist of two language 

namely Indonesian and English language. This sentence is come 

from Indonesian utterance where its mixing with the English words 

Couple and ruffle. 

13. Classy tunik tunik murah atasan wanita atasan tunik234 

  The first word in that Sentence is the foreign language. This 

word different from other word because it used to make 

combination between two language. The English word is Classy. 

  

                                                           
231 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
232 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
233 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
234 The data is taken from dress wanita shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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14. Karin overall balotelli235 

  The use of English word show that it is used to make 

combination between two language. The existence of the word 

Overall include to word code mixing. 

15. Gamis square monalisa236 

  This sentence consist of two language namely Indonesian 

and English language. This sentence is come from Indonesian 

utterance where its mixing with the English word Square. 

16. Pocket tunik wolfis237 

  There is the insertion of English word in this Sentence. The 

English word is Pocket. Its happened mixing between two language 

namely English and Indonesian. 

17. Candy / rainbow tunik monalisa238 

  This Sentence is Indonesian utterance. It has a mixing code 

by English word Candy and Rainbow. There is a mixing between 

Indonesian and English Language. 

18. Baju terlaris gamis wanita busui plisket full depan239 

  When seeing to this Sentence, of course there is one word 

which different with other. The word Full is English language. The 

existence of English language here which make this Sentence 

called word code mixing. Because there is a mixing by two 

language and Its happened in the form of word.  

                                                           
235 The data is taken from asia wehn center shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
236 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
237 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
238 The data is taken from zafzaf shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
239 The data is taken from media fashion shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
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19. Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah240 

  The word jumbo can be categorized to the English word. Its 

include to this Sentence as a mixing between two language. 

Actually, this Sentence comes from Indonesian utterance. 

20. Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL241 

  The existence of the word dress indicates the existence of 

code mixing in this Sentence. The Sentence here have a mixing 

code between English and Indonesian language. 

21. Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL242 

  The insertion of the word Lace in this sentence show that 

there is a combination of language. In this case, consist of two 

language namely English-Indonesian. 

22. Supplier pakaian wanita / New zayn Nt243 

  There is combination between two language namely 

English-Indonesian. In this case, the words Supplier and New 

become English language and has position as foreign language. 

And its combine with Indonesian utterance like exist in this 

sentence. 

23. Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona244 

  The use of English word in this Sentence show that there is 

a mixing between two language namely English and Indonesian. It 

                                                           
240 The data is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
241 The data is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
242 The data is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
243 The data is taken from r project shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
244 The data is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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can be seen to the word fashion which is combine with the 

Indonesian Utterance. 

24. Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna245 

  Some of the word in this Sentence seen different with other 

words or phrases. It is because this Sentence give different form by 

mixing between two language namely Indonesian and English. The 

English words are model and sequin. While the others is Indonesian 

Utterance. 

25. DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas246 

  Long is the word that used in this Sentence to make the 

Indonesian Utterance have the insertion of the word. The word here 

is English language. It used to make a combination between the 

sentence. 

26. Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion247 

  This Sentence can be categorized into word code mixing. It 

is because this Sentence containt of two language namely 

Indonesian and English. The word Fashion include to English 

language. While the others is Indonesian because this sentence is 

from Indonesian Utterance. 

 

 

                                                           
245 The data is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
246 The data is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
247 The data is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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27. Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas248 

  The use of English word in this Sentence show that there is 

a mixing between two language, namely English and Indonesian. It 

can be seen to the word Dress which is combine with the 

Indonesian Utterance. 

28. Almira dress salur249 

  There is a mixing between two language, namely English 

and Indonesian. The language that used on mixing the language is 

in the form of word. The English word is dress. The Indonesian 

word are Almira and salur. 

29. Gamis kondangan exclusive Nafiza maxi – Aqilla250 

  There is combination between two language namely 

English-Indonesian. In this case, the word Exclusive become 

English language and has position as foreign language. And its 

combine with Indonesian utterance like exist in this sentence. 

30. Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. bahan babyterri fit L251 

  The word Dress and Fit can be categorized to the English 

word. Its include to this Sentence as a mixing between two 

language. Actually, this Sentence comes from Indonesian utterance. 

 

 

                                                           
248 The data is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
249 The data is taken from velmo fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
250 The data is taken from dils kitchen shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
251 The data is taken from fine collection shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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31. Andita Syar’i by mudra – Ceruti full furing – busui252 

  The existence of code mixing can be know with the existing 

of mixing between two or more language. In this sentence, the 

word By and Full become a mixing from Indonesian utterance and 

English language.  

C. Phrase code mixing 

  Phrase code mixing is also one of kinds of code mixing based on 

the level of linguistic. The phrase code mixing is mixing two language 

with the existence of the insertion of phrase. The phrase code mixing 

which have been finding by the researcher and will be discussed are 

below: 

1. Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah253 

       This sentence have the insertion of foreign language, namely 

English language. The phrase that become the absorption is Long 

dress. It happens when Indonesian Utterance Muslim, Naomi, and 

Muslim murah mixing with English language Long dress. 

2. Longcardy batik ori best seller kekinian254 

 There is the insertion of English word in this Sentence. The 

English phrase are Long cardy and Ori best seller. Its happened 

mixing between two language namely English and Indonesian. 

 

 

 
                                                           
252 The data is taken from Al-husna collection shop “shopee on 21th January 2020 
253 The data is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
254 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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3. Tunik seling DUO Monochrome best seller trendy255 

 There is combination between two language namely English-

Indonesian. In this case, the phrase DUO Monochrome best seller 

trendy become English language and has position as foreign 

language. And its combine with Indonesian utterance like exist in 

this sentence. 

4. Magentha blouse tanggung256 

 The use of English word show that it is used to make 

combination between two language. The existence of the phrase 

Maghenta blouse include to word code mixing. 

5. Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah257 

 The English phrase in that Sentence is the foreign language. 

This phrase different from other phrase because it used to make 

combination between two language. The English phrase is Lemon 

skin. 

6. Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL258 

In this sentence, there is English phrase, namely Stretch fit. It 

has role in this sentence. Where, it is used as combination between 

two language namely Indonesian and English language. 

7. Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL259 

 This sentence include to phrase code mixing. In this case, the 

sentence here is Indonesian utterance. This sentence have the 

                                                           
255 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
256 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
257 The data is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
258 The data is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
259 The data is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
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insertion of foreign language, namely English language. It can be 

proven with the existence of the phrase Dress mermaid.  

8. Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona260 

The phrase Long dress jumbo can be categorized to the English 

phrase. Its include to this Sentence as a mixing between two 

language. Actually, this Sentence comes from Indonesian utterance. 

9. Aqila stripe dress belt261 

 Some of phrase in this Sentence seen different with other 

phrases. It is because this Sentence give different form by mixing 

between two language namely Indonesian and English. The English 

phrase is Strike dress belt. While the others is Indonesian Utterance. 

10. Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna262 

 The Sentence above contain of English phrase. Its indicate 

that the Indonesian utterance have mixing with English phrase. The 

English phrase is Slim fit. 

11. DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas263 

 The use of English phrase show that it is used to make 

combination between two language. The existence of the phrase 

Big size  include to phrase code mixing. 

 

 

                                                           
260 The data is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
261 The data is taken from lea store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
262 The data is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
263 The data is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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12. Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion264 

There is the insertion of English phrase in this Sentence. 

The English phrase is Long knit. Its happened mixing between two 

language namely English and Indonesian. 

13. Dress flower renda import realpict265 

This sentence have a mixing between two language namely 

Indonesian and English. This type can be classified into phrase 

code mixing. In this case, the sentence here is Indonesian utterance. 

There is the absorption of English language. It can be seen that in 

this sentence exist of the phrases Dress Flower and Import 

Realpict. 

14. Otin Fashion Dress Jumbo wanita ceria 4 warna konveksi266 

 There is a mixing between two language namely English and 

Indonesian. The language that used on mixing the language is in 

the form of phrase. The English phrase is Fashion dress jumbo.  

15. Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas267 

 The phrase Square neck  becomes as the absorption from 

Indonesian utterance absorp English language. This sentence have 

the insertion of foreign language. This phenomenon can be 

included to into phrase code mixing. 

 

                                                           
264 The data is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
265 The data istaken from hello fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
266 The data is taken from gabriella cindy irawan shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
267The data is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019.  
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16. Atasan wanita rajut halus slit dress secker268 

 Slit dress is a phrase that used in this Sentence to make the 

Indonesian Utterance have the insertion of the phrase. The phrase 

here is English language. It used to make a combination between 

the sentence. 

17. Pocket loose saku269 

The phrase Pocket loose can be categorized to the English 

phrase. Its include to this Sentence as a mixing between two 

language. Actually, this Sentence comes from Indonesian utterance. 

18. Dress V-Neck lengan pendek flare print bunga bahan sifon270 

 The existence of code mixing can be know with the existing of 

mixing between two or more language. In this sentence, the phrases 

Dress V-neck and Flare print become a mixing from Indonesian 

utterance and English language.  

2. Lexical meaning of Indonesian – English code mixing found on the 

name of dress product in online shop “shopee”. 

a. Word code mixing 

1. Dress pesta casual / Humaira dress brukat271 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that covers 

the body down to the legs 

Casual (Adj) : Not showing much care or thought; seeming not to 

be worried 

                                                           
268 The data is taken from zahrasydl shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
269 The data is taken from erni marlina shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
270 The data is taken from xiaomaojia.id shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
271 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
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 The word dress include to noun. Dress has a meaning about 

woman’s clothing which cover the body of the person. While, casual 

include to adjective. It has meaning about something which seen 

simple but its good. If we combine with the sentence, it can be a 

simple woman’s clothing which usually used in a party or it can be 

Humaira woman clothing with brukat combination. 

2. Outher wanita casual / Delaya outher / Outher272 

Casual (Adj) : Not showing much care or thought; seeming not to 

be worried 

Outher  Outer (Adj) : On the outside of something 

       As like the explanation above, the word casual is known as 

adjective that means something simple but its good. While, for the 

word outher, there is a writing error. it must be Outer. The word 

outer is adjective. The meaning is something are on the outside. 

From this sentence, it can be defined as a simple woman’s clothing 

which usually used in the outside. 

3. Atasan wanita Casual / Ocha Tunik / Tunik wanita terbaru273 

Casual (Adj) : Not showing much care or thought; seeming not to 

be worried 

       From the definition above, the word casual is adjective and has 

meaning about something which seen simple but its good. If we 

combine with the sentence, it can be a top woman’s clothing, simple, 

usually its cover the body until the knee. 

                                                           
272 The data is taken from konveksi baju bandung shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
273 The data is taken from Palugada 7 store shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
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4. Baju Couple dewasa murah / AQ01 kirana couple / Busana274 

Couple (N) : Two people or things, seen together or associated 

       The word couple is categorized as noun. The word couple can be 

defined as something which is used together. From the sentence 

above, it has a specific meaning that is a cloth which used by two 

adult together and same and cheap. 

5. Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah275 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that covers 

the body down to the legs 

In this point, the word dress is described as noun. The 

meaning is a woman’s clothing used by people to covers the body. If 

we combine with the sentence, it can be woman’s clothing used by 

muslim people and its cheap. 

6. Gamis couple murah – Gamis couple mewah tapi kalem – kirana276 

Couple (N) : Two people or things, seen together or associated 

        As like the explanation above, the word couple is included to 

noun. The word couple can be defined as something which is used 

together. This sentence has a meaning. The meaning is a cloth’s 

which used by two people and used together. The cloth is very 

trendy and soft. The name of the cloth is kirana. 

7. Couple batik Shofia Tille bordir mutiara syar’i modern277 

Couple (N) : Two people or things, seen together or associated 

                                                           
274 The data is taken from duggantoko shop “shopee” on 26th October 2019. 
275 The data is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
276 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
277 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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Modern (Adj) : New; Up-to-date 

The word couple is identified as noun. Based on dictionary, 

this word couple means that something which is used together. 

While, the word modern include to adjective. The meaning is 

something that come at that time in that era. 

Therefore, If we combine all words become a sentence, it has 

a meaning a new cloth used by two people together with batik 

motive use Tille bordir mutiara material. The name of this cloth is 

Shofia. And this cloth has syar’i model where its cover all of the 

body of people. 

8. Dress gamis velvet cavlin mewah gaun kondangan278 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that covers 

the body down to the legs 

Velvet (N) : Cloth made of cotton, silk, etc with a thick soft surface 

on one side 

From the definition above, it can be seen that the word dress 

identified as noun. The meaning is a woman’s clothing used by 

people to covers the body. While, velvet also include to noun. It is 

name of the material of cloth which made of cotton. 

The word combination (sentence) above give a meaning that is 

a woman’s clothing used by people to come to wedding party. It 

used by velvet cavlin material. 

 

                                                           
278 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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9. Meisya gamis remple katun mix wolfis LD279 

Mix (V) : Combine, usually in a way that means they cannot easily 

be separated 

Mix is the word which can be described to verb. The meaning 

something that combine each other. If we combine with the sentence, 

it can be define as Meisya’s cloth with remple models used katun 

material combine with wolfis material. 

10. Couple gamis semi sutra280 

Couple (N) : Two people or things, seen together or associated 

Semi (Prefix) : Half; partly 

The word couple is identified as noun. The word couple 

means that  something which is used together. While, the word semi 

include to prefix, which the meaning is a half of something. If we 

combine with the sentence, it can be define as a cloth which cover all 

of the bdy of people which used a hlaf of sutra material. 

11. Gamis batik syar’i monita modern281 

Modern (Adj) : New; Up-to-date 

In this point, the word modern is included to adjective. The 

meaning is something that come at that time in that era. If we 

combine with the sentence above, it can be defined as a cloth which 

cover all of the body of people use batik material which exist in this 

era. 

 
                                                           
279 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
280 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
281 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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12. Maura couple sania ruffle batik couple282 

Couple (N) : Two people or things, seen together or associated 

Ruffle (V) : Disturb the smooth surface of something 

This sentence consist of two words. They are Couple and 

Ruffle. The word couple is categorized as a noun. The word couple 

can be defined as something which is used together. While, the 

word ruffle include to verb. The meaning is a cloth which exist a 

wrinkle. If we combine with the sentence, it can be define a cloth 

used by two people together with a ruffle batik motive. 

13. Classy tunik tunik murah atasan wanita atasan tunik283 

Classy (Adj) : Fashionable; Stylish 

This sentence consist of the word classy which can be 

known as noun. The meaning is something that seems fashionable. 

in the sentence sentence, it can be define as a cloth with cover the 

body of people until knee with a cheap but fashionable. 

14. Karin overall balotelli284 

Overall (Adj) : Including or considering everything 

The word overall identified to adjective. The meaning is 

something which include all of it. the meaning of this sentence can 

be define as a cloth which the material including balotelli material. 

 

 

 

                                                           
282 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
283 The data is taken from dress wanita shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
284 The data is taken from asia wehn center shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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15. Gamis square monalisa285 

Square (V) : Make something have straight edges and corners 

The meaning of The word square is something which exist 

a straight and corner form. It can be known as verb. This sentence 

can be define as a cloth with have a square motive use a monalisa 

material. 

16. Pocket tunik wolfis286 

Pocket (N) : Small bag sewn into a piece of clothing so that you 

can carry things in it 

The word in the sentence has a  meaning a small bag used 

by people to carry some cloth. The word pocket include to noun.  It 

can be combine with the sentence and can be defined as a cloth 

which cover all of the body of people and can be carry out into a 

small bag and its use wolfis material. 

17. Candy / rainbow tunik monalisa287 

Candy (N) : Sweet food made of sugar and/or chocolate 

Rainbow (N) : Curve of many colours seen in the sky when the 

sun shines through rain 

Candy and rainbow are words which can be described as a 

noun. Both of them include to a motive of a cloth. Thus, it can be 

define as a cloth which cover the body of people until knee with a 

candy or rainbow motive with monalisa material. 

 

                                                           
285 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
286 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
287 The data is taken from zafzaf shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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18. Baju terlaris gamis wanita busui plisket full depan288 

Full (Adj) : Holding as much or as many as possible 

The word full can be classified into adjective. The word full 

explain the characteristic of something. From thus definition,  it 

can be define as a woman’s clothing with has full plisket form and 

can used by mother breastfeed. 

19. Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah289 

Jumbo (Adj) : Very large 

The word jumbo also explain the characteristic of 

something. It can be known as adjective. It can be conclude as a 

cloth which cover the body until the botton of feet which has very 

large size. 

20. Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL290 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

The meaning of the word dress is a woman’s clothing used 

by people to covers the body and it can be clasified to noun. this 

sentence can be define as a long woman’s clothing used to come to 

the party and exist in any size. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
288 The data is taken from media fashion shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
289 The data is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
290 The data is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
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21. Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL291 

Lace (N) : Delicate decorative cloth with an open-work design of 

threads 

Lace is The word which can be categorized to noun. It can 

be define as a woman cloth which have a mermaid model with a 

lace decorative. 

22. Supplier pakaian wanita / New zayn Nt292 

Supplier (N) : Person or company that supplies goods 

New (Adj) : Not existing before; recently made, introduced 

The meaning of the word supplier is a place to supplies 

some product and its include to noun.  . While, the word new 

include to adjective where its explain the characteristic of 

something. The sentence above can be define as a place to supplies 

a product which the product come at this time or never exist 

before. 

23. Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona293 

Fashion (N) : Popular style of clothes, hair, etc 

Fashion is style in wearing a cloth. If we combine with the 

sentence, it can be define as a style cloth in jakarta and it is a long 

woman’s clothing which has very large size. The word Fashion 

can be known as noun. 

 

                                                           
291 The data is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
292 The data is taken from r project shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
293 The data is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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24. Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna294 

Sequin (N) : Small shiny disc sewn onto clothing as decoration 

Sequin is one of decoration of a cloth which can be 

categorized to noun.. This sentence can be define as a woman’s 

cloth with a slim model mix with sequin decoration colour.  

25. DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas295 

Long (ADJ) : Having a great or a given extent in space or time 

This word can be explain the characteristic of something. 

This word can be identified to adjective. This sentence can be 

define as selena long dress with a large size, can used by mother 

breastfeed and have a good quality. 

26. Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion296 

Fashion (N) : Popular style of clothes, hair, etc 

Fashion is style in wearing a cloth. If we combine with the 

sentence, it can be define as a style korean cloth with a knit form. 

While, the word fashion here can be classified into Noun. 

27. Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas297 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

                                                           
294 The data is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
295 The data is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
296 The data is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
297 The data is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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This sentence start from the English word dress. It can be 

described as noun. The meaning is a woman’s clothing used by 

people to covers the body. Therefore, this sentence can be define as 

a woman’s clothing which cover the body until the knee with a 

long arm and korean style for summer. 

28. Almira dress salur298 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

The bold in this sentence can be identified as noun. The 

meaning is a woman’s clothing used by people to covers the body. 

This sentence can be define as almira dress with a salur motive or 

lines. 

29. Gamis kondangan exclusive Nafiza maxi – Aqilla299 

Exclusive (Adj) : Only to be used by or given to one particular 

person or group 

Exclusive is word which include to adjective. It is explain 

the characteristic of something. This sentence has definition as a 

cloth used to come to invitation and this cloth is the only to be used 

by a particular person. This cloth usualy cover all of the body of 

woman until to the bottom of feet. 

30. Dress hodie elsa ada topi.. bahan babyterri fit L300 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

                                                           
298 The data is taken from velmo fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
299 The data is taken from dils kitchen shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
300 The data is taken from fine collection shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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Fit (V) : Be the right size and shape for something 

In this case, The clasification of noun can be found in the 

word dress. The meaning of the word dress is a woman’s clothing 

used by people to covers the body. While, the word fit include to 

verb. It is the right some of something. The explanation of this 

sentence is a woman’s clothing with babyterri material and L right 

size. Its also complete with hat. 

31. Andita Syar’i by mudra – Ceruti full furing – busui301 

By (Prep) : At the side of something 

Full (Adj) : Holding as much or as many as possible 

From the meaning list above, it can be known that the word 

by categorized as preposition. Meanwhile the word full include to 

adjective. From this definition, This sentence can be define andita 

dress made by mudra as a company or maker and its use ceruti 

materian adding with furing in the inside of the cloth. Its also can 

be used for mother breastfeed. 

b. Phrase code mixing 

1. Long dress muslim / Naomi dress / Dress muslim murah302 

Long (Adj) : Having a great or a given extent in space or time 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Long dress : A piece of women clothing which cover the body of 

person by having a great extent 

                                                           
301 The data is taken from Al-husna collection shop “shopee on 21th January 2020 
302 The data is taken from sarahmah p store shop “shopee”on 26th October 2019. 
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  The word Long include to adjective. The word dress 

include to noun. So, Long dress include to Noun phrase. The 

meaning is a woman’s clothing used by people to covers the body. 

If we combine with the sentence, it can be define A piece of 

women clothing which cover the body of person by having a great 

extent and its usually used by muslim people and the price is 

cheap. 

2. Longcardy batik ori best seller kekinian303 

Long (Adj) : Having a great or a given extent in space or time 

Cardy – Cardigan (N) : Knitted woollen jacket with buttons or a 

zip at the front 

Longcardy : A great knitted woollen with a zip at the front 

  The word Long is categorized as adjective. Meanwhile the 

word Cardy is the british informal short for cardigan that means 

knitted woollen jacket woth buttons at the front. The word 

Cardigan is included to the noun. Thus, Longcardy can be 

concluded as Noun Phrase because it is more emphasize to the 

information about noun. 

ori – Original (Adj) : Existing at the beginning of a period, 

process, or activity 

best (Adj) : of the most excelent type or quality 

seller (N) : A product that sells in some specified way 

                                                           
303 The data is taken from dress tunik shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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ori best seller : a product which has excelent quality exist is the 

begining of period in the specified way 

  The word ori is the shorten from the word original. It can 

be known as  adjective. Then, the word best is also categorized as 

adjective. Meanwhile, the word seller is included to noun. 

Therefore, ori best seller can be concluded as adjective phrase. It 

is because the phrase is resulted from the word combination 

consist of two adjective (ori and best) and noun (seller) that gives 

more emphasize meaning as adjective. It can be define as a piece 

of women clothing which made from knitted woollen with a zip at 

the front which has excelent quality exist is the begining of period 

in the specified way. 

3. Tunik seling DUO Monochrome best seller trendy304 

DUO (N) : A pair of people or things 

Monochrome (Adj) : Having only one colour or black and white 

best (Adj) : of the most excelent type or quality 

seller (N) : A product that sells in some specified way 

trendy (Adj) : Very fashionable 

DUO Monochrome best seller trendy : A pair of something in 

one colour which has an excelent quality and fashionable 

  From the meaning list above, it can be known that the word 

DUO and seller are categorized as Noun. Meanwhile the word 

Monochrome, best and trendy are included to the Adjectives. If 

                                                           
304 The data is taken from dress atasan shop “shopee”on 27th October 2019. 
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they are combined become one phrase, they will be an Adjective 

phrase that is DUO Monochrome best seller trendy. Those word 

combination became adjective phrase because it consist of three 

adjetive and two noun that emphasizes as adjective. It can be 

known through the meaning of phrase DUO Monochrome best 

seller trend, that is a woman’s clothing which cover the body untik 

the knee and its combine a pair of something in one colour which 

has an excelent quality and fashionable. From this definition, it 

explaines and emphasizes adjective more clearly than noun. That 

is why it is categorized ad adjective phrase. 

4. Magentha blouse tanggung305 

Magentha – Magenta (Adj) : Reddish – purple in colour 

Blouse (N) : Piece of clothing like a shirt, worn by women 

Magenta blouse : A piece of women clothing in reddish – purple 

colour 

  The word Magentha has a writting error. It must be 

Magenta. It is  includes to adjective. Meanwhile the word blouse 

include to noun. If the two words (Magenta and Blouse) are 

combined, they will be a phrase particularly  noun phrase. it is 

because this phrase is more emphasize the noun rather than the 

adjective. it can be seen through the meaning of this phrase, that is 

a piece of women clothing in reddish – purple colour which is the 

                                                           
305 The data is taken from pusat grosir solo shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
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arm of the cloth is guaranteed. From this definition, it is clearly 

emphasize the noun (Blouse). 

5. Olivia maxy lemon skin gamis muslim wanita jumbo murah306 

lemon (N) : Yellow citrus fruit with a sour juice 

Skin (N) : Layer of tissue that covers the body 

lemon skin : a layer body of tissue with a yellow colour 

  The word Lemon and skin include to noun. So, lemon skin 

include to noun phrase. If we combine with the words, it can be 

define a cloth which cover the body until the botton of feet and 

layer body of tissue with a yellow colour which has very large 

size. It is more emphasize to the noun, that is why it is concluded 

as noun phrase. 

6. Catherin dress pesta panjang wanita stretch fit M-XXL307 

stretch (V) : Make something wider, longer or looser by pulling it 

fit (V) : Be the right size and shape for something 

stretch fit : the right size of a product by pulling become a wider 

or not 

The word stretch and fit can be categorized to verb. So, 

stretch fit include to adjective phrase. If we combine with the 

sentence, it can be define a long woman’s clothing used to come to 

the party and exist on the right size. 

 

 

                                                           
306 The data is taken from grosir maxi dress shop “shopee” on 27th October 2019. 
307 The data is taken from lily belle clothing shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
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7. Dress mermaid Sophia lace L-XL308 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Mermaid (N) : Woman with a fish’s tail instead of legs 

Dress mermaid : A piece of woman’s clothing that cover the 

body with a fish’s tail 

  This sentence start from two words. The word dress and 

mermaid can be classified to noun. The two words can be 

combined formed a phrase. It is dress mermaid which include to 

noun phrase. If we combine with the sentence, it can be define a 

woman cloth which have a mermaid model or cover the body with 

a fish’s tail with a lace decorative. 

8. Damai fashion Jakarta – Long dress jumbo wanita Bona bona309 

Long (Adj) : Having a great or a given extent in space or time 

dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

jumbo (Adj) : Very large 

Long dress jumbo : A great piece of woman’s clothing which 

cover the body very large 

Long and jumbo are words which described as adjective. 

Meanwhile, the word dress is included to noun. if we combine the 

three words, it becomes a phrase that is long dress jumbo that 

categorized to noun phrase. If we combine with the sentence, it can 

                                                           
308 The data is taken from secret love jakarta shop “shopee” on 21th January 2020. 
309 The data is taken from damai fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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be define a style cloth in jakarta and it is a long woman’s clothing 

which has very large size. 

9. Aqila stripe dress belt310 

stripe (N) : Long narrow band on a surface that is different in 

colour, material, etc 

dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Belt (N) : Strip of material worn round the waist 

stripe dress belt : A piece of woman’s clothing with a strip of 

material which has long narrow band in colour 

  The words stripe, dress and belt are identified as noun. 

Thus, stripe dress belt is automatically categorized as noun phrase. 

It gives more information about the Noun. That is why it is called 

as Noun phrase. it can be seen through the definition. If we 

combine with the sentence, it can be defined A piece of woman’s 

clothing with a strip of material which has long narrow band in 

colour. The name of this product is Aqila. 

10. Gaun wanita model potongan slim fit dengan hiasan sequin 

warna311 

slim (Adj) : Not fat or thick 

Fit (V) : Be the right size and shape for something 

slim fit : The right size of product which not fat 

                                                           
310 The data is taken from lea store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
311 The data is taken from fashion store shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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From the sentence above, The word slim is included to 

adjective. The word fit is included to verb. So, slim fit is 

categorized as adjective phrase. If we combine all word above 

become a sentence, it can be defined as a woman’s cloth with a 

slim model mix with sequin decoration colour.   

11. DB Selena (A7) Long busui big size terlaris berkualitas312 

big (Adj) : Large in size, importance, etc 

Size (N) : How large a person or thing 

big size : A large size of product 

This sentence consist of two English word which form a 

phrase. The word big is identified to adjective. The word size is 

included to noun. Therefore, big size is categorized as noun phrase. 

It is because the information of this phrase emphasize to the Noun, 

the adjectve just gives additional information to the Noun. That is 

why this phrase is categorized as Noun phrase. This phrase can be 

defined as selena long dress with a large size, can used by mother 

breastfeed and have a good quality. 

12. Medari long knit – Baju rajut – Fashion korea – Fashion313 

long (Adj) : Having a great or a given extent in space or time 

Knit (V) : Make by interlocking loops of wool or other yarn with 

knitting needles or on a machine 

long knit : A product which has a great space by interlocking 

loops of wool 

                                                           
312 The data is taken from darbos olshop shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
313 The data is taken from multishop bandung shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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long knit is a phrase which formed from the word long and 

knit. The word long is described to adjective. The word knit is 

described to verb. Thus, long knit is categorized as noun phrase. It 

can be defined as a style korean cloth with a knit form. 

13. Dress flower renda import realpict314 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Flower (N) : Part of a plant that produces seeds, often brightly 

coloured 

Dress flower : A piece of woman’s clothing which has a flower 

motive 

  Dress and flower are included to noun. Therefore, dress 

flower is categorized as  noun phrase. It is because this phrase give 

information about the specific Noun.  

 

import (V) : Bring in goods, etc from another country 

Realpict – Real + Picture : 

Real (Adj) : Existing as a fact 

Picture (N) : Painting, drawing, etc, that shows a scene 

import realpict : a real product which come from other country 

  The word import is categorized to verb. The word realpict 

is a blending of two words that consist of word real and picture. 

The word real is identified as  adjective, meanwhile the word 

                                                           
314 The data istaken from hello fashion shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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picture is described as Noun. Therefore, if the words are combined 

become one, it becomes import realpict that categorized as noun 

phrase. it can be defined as a piece of woman’s clothing which has 

a flower motive which come from other country and it has renda 

combination. 

14. Otin Fashion Dress Jumbo wanita ceria 4 warna konveksi315 

Fashion (N) : Popular style of clothes, hair, etc 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Jumbo (Adj) : Very large 

Fashion Dress Jumbo : Style of woman’s clothing which has size 

very large. 

  The word fashion and dress a are identified to noun. 

Meanwhile the word jumbo is identified as adjective. Therefore, 

fashion dress jumbo is categorized as  noun phrase. It is because 

the phrase fashion dress jumbo emphasize to the information of 

Noun, that is Dress. Meanwhile the others just give aditional 

information to the noun Dress. That is why this phrase is 

categorized as noun phrase. It can be seen through the definition, it 

can be defined as Style of woman’s clothing which has size very 

large and its exist in four colour. 

 

 

                                                           
315 The data is taken from gabriella cindy irawan shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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15. Dress midi square neck lengan panjang gaya korea untuk musim 

panas316 

square (N) : Shape or area with four equal sides anf four angels of 

90o 

neck (N) : Part of the body that joins the head to the shoulders 

square neck : A product which has four equal side form in the 

neck side 

  The English phrase above formed from two words. They 

are Square and neck. The word square is included to noun. The 

word neck is also included to noun. Therefore, Square neck is 

categorized as noun phrase. The two word combination square 

neck can be defined as a woman’s clothing which cover the body 

until the knee with a long arm and korean style for summer and its 

also has four equal side form in the neck side. 

16. Atasan wanita rajut halus slit dress secker317 

slit (N) : Long narrow cut, tear or opening 

dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

slit dress : Piece of woman’s clothing which has long narrow cut 

  This sentence consist of one phrase. This phrase consist of 

two words. They are slit and dress. Both of them can be described 

as noun. So, slit dress include to noun phrase. If we combine with 

                                                           
316 The data is taken from january shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
317 The data is taken from zahrasydl shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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the sentence, it can be define as a top Piece of woman’s clothing 

which has long narrow cut and it made from knit. 

17. Pocket loose saku318 

Pocket (N) : Small bag sewn into a piece of clothing so that you 

can carry things in it 

Loose (Adj) : Not firmly fixed where it should be 

Pocket loose : A piece of clothing which has a small bag that not 

firmly fixed 

  Pocket loose is categorized as noun phrase. The word 

pocket can be identified to noun. The word loose is also can be 

identified to adjective. If we combine the two word, it can be 

define as a piece of clothing which has a small bag that not firmly 

fixed. This definion gives information about the specific Noun. 

That is why Pocket Loose is described as Noun Phrase. 

18. Dress V-Neck lengan pendek flare print bunga bahan sifon319 

Dress (N) : Piece of woman’s clothing made in one piece that 

covers the body down to the legs 

Neck (N) : Part of the body that joins the head to the shoulders 

Dress V-Neck :A piece of woman’s clothing which has V form in 

the neck side 

 Dress and neck are words that included to noun.. So, Dress 

V-Neck is categorized as noun phrase. It is because the two word 

combination  emphasizes to the information of noun. It can be 

                                                           
318 The data is taken from erni marlina shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
319 The data is taken from xiaomaojia.id shop “shopee” on 27th Desember 2019. 
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define as A piece of woman’s clothing which has V form in the 

neck side and the arm of the cloth is short. 

Flare (V) : Burn brightly, but only for a short time 

Print (N) : Letters, words, etc in printed form 

flare print : A motive of a printed product which burn brightly 

 The word flare is caracterized to verb. The word print is 

also caracterized to noun. Therefore, flare print is categorized as 

noun phrase. it is because the information of this phrase refers to 

the  Noun rather than the Verb. The Verb just additional 

information to explain the Noun. If we combine the two words, it 

can be define as a motive of a printed product which burn brightly 

and the material of the cloth is sifon. 

  


